
  Bingo Lingo Quiz   
Patterns of bingo-friendly letters (mnemonic: C-A-T-N-I-P    H-O-L-D-E-R-S)  

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

Starts with bingo-friendly letter pattern POI- 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

AGINNOPT emotionally distressing [adj] 

DGIINNOP to seize and sell property of to satisfy debt [v] 

EINOPRST one that points (to indicate direction with finger) [n] 

EIINOPRT coming to sharp, tapering end [adj] 

GIINNOPT cement or mortar filling joints of brickwork [n -S] / to indicate direction with finger [v] 

AIMNNOPT certain player in hockey [n -MEN] 

EIMNNOPT certain player in hockey [n] 

DEINOOPS to administer harmful substance to [v] 

EINOOPRS one that administers harmful substance to) [n -S] 

EILOPRST piece of armor for breast of horse [n] 
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ANSWERS 

POIGNANT AGINNOPT emotionally distressing [adj] 

POINDING DGIINNOP POIND, to seize and sell property of to satisfy debt [v] 

POINTERS EINOPRST POINTER, one that points (to indicate direction with finger) [n] 

POINTIER EIINOPRT POINTY, coming to sharp, tapering end [adj] 

POINTING GIINNOPT cement or mortar filling joints of brickwork [n -S] / POINT, to indicate direction with finger [v] 

POINTMAN AIMNNOPT certain player in hockey [n -MEN] 

POINTMEN EIMNNOPT POINTMAN, certain player in hockey [n] 

POISONED DEINOOPS POISON, to administer harmful substance to [v] 

POISONER EINOOPRS one that poisons (to administer harmful substance to) [n -S] 

POITRELS EILOPRST POITREL, peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n] 
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